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**FREE SPEECH**

**A Forum of Opinion From On and Off Campus**

The opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect those of:

**MAY DAY**

To the Editor:

There are many wonderful traditions each spring at Connecticut College, one of the finest, it seems to me after four years, is that of May Day. I hope that I can convey to you the feeling that came to me as a senior, participated in this celebration.

To walk the gentle hammering of flowers on your door is a non-denominational social life by three interested seniors. The film en
during a 30-foot length of the field around which the whole school could dance during lunch.

I hope this meets with approval.

Sincerely,
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Voyaging through the country-side this summer was quite pleasant, and I like to find all sorts of people, pygmy or horse-like. It did me good, however, to become a factor of part of my own race, and this may be the reason why I now enjoy my solitary tourist. I cannibolically feel that it was everything but his own kind and every number of the species, but then I pretended that he is, and that he is just a man.

Loved the fresh air of Switzerland. Yes, Heidi, with her mountains on her and her green-suited land. Yes, Heidi, with her mountains on her and her green-suited land. Yes, Heidi, with her mountains on her and her green-suited land.

Language Students

Two schools are offering extensive programs in language study this summer. The Yale University Summer Language Institute will be held from June 26 until August 13, and the Colby College Summer Language Institute will be held from June 11 until August 31. Information can be obtained from June 26 until August 13. The Yale University Summer Language Institute will be held from June 26 until August 13, and the Colby College Summer Language Institute will be held from June 11 until August 31. Information can be obtained from June 26 until August 13.

Both Betsy and Harris are from Muftie Gross, who is studying independently at St. Andrew's in Scotland.

CAUGHT ON CAMPUS

Wedding Plans Fill the Air as Five Students Await Important Date

Jean Fredinbeld '57

Jean was recently engaged to Richard L. Hage, a first-classman at the Coast Guard Academy. Jean and Dick met under most unusual circumstances. One night Jean counted down the page to Jean's name, called her for a date, and they have been seeing each other since. The couple plan to be married in December.

Marie Waterman '56

Marie is engaged to Kenneth Harris of Chicago. Ken graduated in 1954 from the University of Wisconsin, where he lived, in New York City, met Ken last year on a blind date when he was in the city in November. A fall wedding is planned after which the couple will live in Chicago.

Jeanne DeGange '56

Jeanne will be married to Mr. Don B. Cattanach in the latter part of June. The couple will be married in San Diego, California, where Mr. Cattanach set up housekeeping. Dave is a 1953 graduate of the University of Houston in Texas and was stationed at the New London Submarine School. Jeanne met Dave at a party given by her father for visiting Peruvian officers.

Betsy Hahn '57

Betsy became engaged to Harris O'Brady last February 2,

both Betsy and Harris are from New Haven, but they met in Rome last summer. Harris graduated from Colby in 1953, and served with the army in Germany. After the wedding, the couple plan to live in New London so that Betsy can finish college, and Harris plans to commute to Harvard where he is associated with G. Fox and Co.

Lyn Benson '58

Last Saturday night Lyn became engaged to Jack Wurtz, a second-classman at the Coast Guard Academy. Jack, who hails from Toledo, Ohio, attended the University of Toledo before entering the Academy. The couple were introduced to each other by Judy Irwin one afternoon in the Snack Shop. About a week later, Jack called and they have been seeing each other ever since. Lyn and Jack plan to be married a year from this summer; and they will live wherever Jack is stationed.

Senior Recital

(Continued from Page Two)

beautifully polished whole. It was interesting to hear Miss Hughes' interpretation of her own composition, the Nocturne. Most outstanding on her program was, however, Feux d'Artifice by De- lucay, which she became the difficulty of the selection and produced a completely polished unit, both technically and artistically.

Although Miss Guillic presented the Mozart piece well and with feeling, it was obvious that she was more in her element with the contemporary compositions. Most successful on her presentation of the Toccata by Harris. This was a difficult piece which she produced with authority and sensibility which both captured and delighted the audience.

Nils Danish Silver

Represented in the United States by N. Nils • New at 323 Hyde Park Ave. (5715), New York 22
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Dear Editor,

Last week there appeared in this column a letter concerning college-academy relations that should like to give my interpretation of the situation.

There were many lines in Irene that were in poor taste. However, it is easy to see why they were there—condescension does not invite compliments. But enough of that. What I want to talk about is the criteria for the situation and include some constructive suggestions for its improvement.

We all remember hearing about the Pig Push (or Goon Grab) during our first days at Connecticut. Everyone we asked said, “Find yourself and found what a glorious time SENIOR DAY!”

When your big theme rates “A” and you’re feeling realgay, To top off the day—have a CAMEL!

—Man, that’s pure pleasure!

It’s a psychological fact: Pleasure helps your disposition. If you’re a smoker, remember—more people get more pure pleasure from Camel than from any other cigarette.

No other cigarette is so rich-tasting, yet so mild!
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